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...the simplest way to see true colors on the web



Always show your true colors...



Whether you are selling or buying products via the web, one question has remained unanswered. Is the color of the product really going to be what I expect? This same question has also remained unanswered for professional firms who are exchanging and collaborating on design projects via the web. Selling via the web can lead to expensive returns whether it be furniture, clothing, consumer goods or digital stock photography. For customers it can lead to disappointment, wasted effort and frustration. In many cases, it means customers don’t make purchases at all, but instead buy via more traditional means.



WebSync™ puts an end to these doubts in the simplest possible way by enabling suppliers to send images and pages, which are automatically compensated by the web browser for each particular monitor's color bias. The result is that users are encouraged to spend more time at the site and have greater confidence in their choice of products from WebSync-enabled suppliers, thus opening up huge business opportunities.



...and enter the world of e-commerce



Low cost



Simple



Universal color synchronization



WebSync needs no expensive or complicated calibration instruments or special color monitors. It is designed for a wide variety of users, skills and applications.



WebSync has just three components:



Any user with an Internet connection and a current web browser can download the WebSync Java applet from a WebSync enabled server and follow the simple setup procedure. This procedure characterizes the monitor and involves visual comparison using a set of transparent films, which are part of the WebSync offering. Once completed, all subsequent downloads from that website will be automatically color corrected for the user’s monitor.



1. Red, green, blue and gray film strips for characterizing the user’s monitor. 2. A Java™ applet, which is automatically loaded onto the user’s browser software. 3. A Java gateway application, which runs on the web server of the WebSync enabled supplier.



The set of films is light, flat and inexpensive, shaped to fit in an envelope, thus providing an innovative direct mail opportunity for WebSync-enabled suppliers. The films can easily be included along with catalogs, website information or other promotional material, thus demonstrating the supplier’s commitment to customer satisfaction.



How WebSync works All people see colors differently and likewise all monitors have different color characteristics. Added to this is the influence of the viewing environment — ambient light and background.



When the user first contacts a WebSyncenabled website they are offered the option of starting a Java applet that is automatically embedded in the first page received from the server. The user then starts the set-up procedure, placing the first film onto the monitor in a window comprising a white space surrounded by a solid color. Adjustments are then made using sliders until a match is achieved. The process is repeated for the other three films. From the settings made by the user, an optimum color transformation for the monitor is computed and a profile is generated and stored as a ‘cookie’ in the browser software. All subsequent visits to the site will automatically have the color transformation applied to the downloaded images and pages.



Even though images sent by a web server always have the same numeric color values, they can look different on every monitor on which they are displayed. The solution is WebSync — a visual color calibration and characterization technique that not only characterizes the display, but also the observer (the user), and the viewing environment.



...try WebSync for yourself at www.trywebsync.com



...many applications Any web transaction requiring accurate on-screen color reproduction is a natural application for WebSync. These include: Clothing, fashion and footwear Consumer products - appliances, computers, electronics, sporting goods, toys Home furnishings - furniture, fabrics, wall coverings, flooring, accessories Transportation - automobiles, recreational vehicles, watercraft, airplanes Property / real estate - exterior photos, interior photos, aerial views Art and art auctions - catalogs, images from private collections Design visuals across all industries - graphic arts, photography, multimedia, architecture, interior design, industrial design



At the web server



Expert technology



Running on the web server is the WebSync gateway software. This is a Java application that acts as an intermediary between the web server and visitor to the site, thus maintaining the security of the web server.



WebSync is a new innovation developed by LOGO, a GretagMacbeth Group Company. Patents are pending in Europe and the USA. GretagMacbeth is a world leader in providing solutions for measuring, communicating and simulating color in industries ranging from paints, plastics, textiles and inks to digital imaging, graphic arts, printing and packaging.



The gateway's major function is to receive HTML requests from visitors to the site and forward them to the web server. The application then receives the response (the web page) from the web server and modifies the HTML code by replacing image tags with corresponding applet tags. These take control when they arrive at the user's browser — enabling color to be accurately displayed. Web providers with the highest performance requirements can alternatively choose to adopt WebSync on their site by directly generating WebSync-enabled HTML out of their web applications, thus avoiding the need for any intermediary gateway.



United States: Switzerland: United Kingdom: Germany: Hong Kong SAR:



WebSync compatibility At the client side WebSync will run on any web browser which supports Java runtime 1.1 or higher and understands JavaScript 1.1 or higher. These include: Versions 4 and higher of Microsoft® Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator® for PC and Apple® Macintosh®.



Secure technology



Sun® HotJava browser on any platform that supports Java 1.1.



WebSync adds color correction functionality to your browser without compromising security. The applets which carry out image correction in the browser run completely secure within the restrictions of the Java Sandbox security model.



At the server side any environment can be supported. WebSync can be set up on any color CRT monitor running in the above environments. It does not operate yet with LCD screen technology.



617 Little Britain Road, New Windsor, NY 12553-6148, Tel: 800 622 2384, 845 565 7660 (Outside USA and Canada), Fax: 845 561 0267 Althardastrasse 70, CH-8105 Regensdorf, Tel: +41 1 842 24 00, Fax: +41 1 842 22 22 Macbeth House, Pacific Road, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 5BJ, Tel: +44 161 926 9822, Fax: +44 161 926 9835 Siemenstrasse 11, D-63263 Neu Isenburg, Tel: +49 61 0279 570, Fax: +49 61 0279 5757 12 Wardley Centre, 9-11 Prat Avenue, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Tel: +852 2368 7738, Fax: +852 2368 6717 Visit our World Wide Web Site at www.gretagmacbeth.com ©2000, LOGO GmbH, a GretagMacbeth Group Company. All rights reserved. GretagMacbeth is a registered trademark of Gretag-Macbeth Holding AG. LOGO and WebSync are trademarks of LOGO GmbH, a GretagMacbeth Group Company. All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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